Project Tutorial
Happy Birthday Gorgeous

Project Supplies
STAMPS
Happy Birthday Gorgeous
PAPER
Whisper White Thick Card Stock, Berry Burst Card Stock, Scrap of Copy Paper
INK
Lemon Lime Twist, Berry Burst, Powder Pink, Stampin’ Write Marker in Basic Black

ACCESSORIES
Pearls Basic Jewels
ADHESIVES
Fast Fuse, Stampin’ Dimensionals
TOOLS
Stampin’ Trimmer

Measurements
Card Base: Whisper White thick card stock: 5½″ x 8½″, scored at 4¼″ (side fold card
base); Berry Burst: 4″ x 5¼″, Whisper White 3½″ x 4¾″; scrap of copy paper ¾″ by 6″

Instructions
 Take the scrap of copy paper and lay it on the piece of Whisper White, 1½″ from the
top of the piece, making sure it is perfectly horizontal. If needed, tape down the ends
of the copy paper to secure in place. See below:

 Using the Powder Pink ink and the bottom layer of the two rose-shaped sets, stamp
along the top and lower edges of the copy paper – this will give you a blank space in
which to stamp the sentiment. Be sure to stamp ON the copy paper edges so your
images aren’t floating in white space.
 Using the Berry Burst ink stamp the flower detail stamps over both sizes of the
flowers stamped in the previous step.

 Using the Lemon Lime Twist ink, add leaves and squiggles wherever you like to “fill
in” some of the white space around the flowers.
 Using the Stampin’ Write Basic Black marker color in the centers of the flowers.
 Remove the copy paper scrap and stamp the sentiment in Berry Burst ink, centered
in the white space you have created between your flower borders.
 Now attach the piece of Berry Burst card stock to the front of the Whisper White
card base.
 Using Stampin’ Dimensionals, attach the stamped piece of Whisper White to the
layer of Berry Burst card stock.
 Place some Pearls around the card in a manner that is pleasing to you.

